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Introduction 
 

CJ Group consists of various business units, ranging from Infrastructure and Home Shopping to 

Entertainment and Food. Currently, its Entertainment & Media business unit hosts several annual 

conventions for fans of Korean pop culture (KCON), which include concerts and various other fan activities 

on convention grounds. KCON was originally a way of promoting its Korea-oriented TV channel Mnet, but 

has since grown into an event of its own. Expansion of KCON into other countries has been met with 

varying results. However, the growth of other Korea-oriented brands such as their Bibigo restaurant chain 

has encouraged CJ Group to leverage KCON to create synergies with these brands and other business 

units. Meanwhile, CJ Group’s Entertainment & Media unit has identified several options for global 

expansion, with an entry into the Mexican market planned for the upcoming year.  

 

Key Issue 
 

“How can KCON grow sustainably while increasing its profit margin, taking into account potential 

synergies with other CJ Group business units?” 

 

Situation Analysis 
 

KCON is currently organized annually in Tokyo, Los Angeles and New York, with two KCON conventions 

being held for the first time in Abu Dhabi and Paris in 2016. In addition, its organizers maintain a 

continuous presence on social media in order to connect with its fans throughout the year and generate 

buzz. KCON currently enjoys a growing and loyal fan base, and Europe has proven to hold a large KCON 

audience. Mexico is a potentially profitable market, which can also serve as a gateway to Latin America in 

general. On the other hand, KCON’s profit margins are relatively low compared to CJ Group’s other 
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business units, and merchandise purchases during events are lower than expected. While most KCON 

events attract a large audience, revenues are largely dependent on sponsorships. Supporting our analysis, 

a complete SWOT and Porter’s 5 Forces overview can be found in the Appendices (A1, A2).  

 

Alternatives and Recommendation 
 

Taking into account the various strengths and weaknesses of the company, combined with the 

opportunities the market holds, several alternatives were identified.  

 

1. KCON freezes any expansion plans, focusing mainly on the consolidation of events in countries 

that KCON is already organized in.  

2. KCON expands organically, carefully determining the next sites for expansion, while consolidating 

existing KCON events.  

3. KCON expands through the use of franchising, focusing on rapid expansion and generating brand 

awareness.  

 

Taking into account factors such as financial risk, potential for marketing synergies and growth potential, 

it is recommended that KCON chooses the second option of organic expansion. With this approach, 

Mexico can serve as the gateway to the wider Latin American region, while the European continent can 

be penetrated through strategic collaboration with other conventions, such as Comic Con. In the 

meantime, KCON should focus on altering its livestreaming model from a free to a freemium one, while 

becoming less dependent on partnerships with sponsors. A complete decision matrix can be found in the 

Appendices (A3). 
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Implementation 
 

In order to capitalize on the different markets KCON operates in, the organization of the events has to 

focus on and be adapted to the customer needs of each target market. In addition, the high costs 

associated with creating these events should be lowered in order to increase profitability and KCON’s long 

term financial prospects. A full timeline is added in the Appendices (A4). 

 

The first part of the implementation plan for the first two years focuses on standard experiences provided 

by and the characteristics of a KCON event. Firstly, the platinum ticket programme should be continued 

and expanded to every KCON event around the globe, due to its past success. To increase the level of 

participation at these events, the company should look into introducing local tournaments. These can 

include dumpling eating contests and eSports competitions with a wider range of games. KCON.tv should 

change to a freemium model, where customers can pay to view extra background content, such as panels 

and competitions. This would be linked to every live KCON event, increasing profit potential as well as 

creating a bigger platform for sponsors to advertise. Furthermore, other experiences such as karaoke 

singing and make-up tutorials with the sponsors’ and CJ Group´s products should be added to KCON in 

order to increase participation and boost synergy with CJ Group’s other products. Finally, to create the 

best KCON experience for visitors and to increase profitability for CJ Group, an event plan has been 

constructed in order to facilitate exposure to the company’s products and immerse visitors in the event. 

A full event plan guide can be found within the Appendices (A5).  

 

The second part of the implementation plan for the first two years focuses on additions and adjustments 

to individual KCON events that are meant to add value for visitors by taking into account local preferences 

and customs. In Los Angeles, it is recommended that KCON invites BigBang to perform annually at its 
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concerts as a special guest. In addition, in both Los Angeles and the convention in Mexico City, KCON 

should host a singing competition between different non-famous K-pop singers. The audience will be 

allowed to vote and the entire competition will be broadcasted on the KCON.tv channel. The best five 

singers will be allowed to perform in the KCON events in both Mexico City and Los Angeles. This 

competition will reduce costs and allow for larger profit potential through the KCON.tv channel.  

 

After these two years KCON will have established a platform by which it can launch its first events in 

Europe. Starting in Paris, KCON will collaborate with Comic Con in order to provide smooth entry into the 

market. Comic Con will alleviate overall costs by providing its infrastructure and connections, while KCON 

will use its sponsors to lessen its remaining costs. Comic Con will benefit from this by having a new 

audience exposed to them. 

 

Financials 
 

For financial considerations, 2016 was taken as the base year. All financial assumptions and detailed 

graphs can be found in the Appendices (A6 to A10). The Abu Dhabi and Paris locations have not been 

taken into account in the financial statement from 2016 on due to the fact that events will not be 

continued in Abu Dhabi, while Paris will be continued in a different model from year three on.  

 

It is predicted that revenue will grow by 5 percent across the board for all remaining locations in 2017. 

Furthermore, 2017 will be the first year that KCON is hosted in Mexico City. The projected revenue for 

this event is $3.9 million, immediately making it one of the most successful events in terms of sales. As 

income levels in Mexico are much lower than in other countries in which KCON operates, costs will be 

significant reduced, while Mexican fans spend a much larger portion of their disposable income on these 

kind of events. This ensures large profit margins from the beginning.  
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In 2018, revenues are predicted to grow by 7 percent in all locations. As 2018 is the year in which the 

company focuses on internal reevaluation and improvement, KCON should be able to capture more 

interest from fans. As revenue rises, margins will also increase. The total revenue across all locations will 

reach a high of 17.930.921 dollars. 

 

Finally, in 2019, KCON will return to Europe with a convention in Paris. The initial profit margin is expected 

to be 5 percent. This is achieved by collaborating with Comic Con and previous European partners in order 

to reduce costs and reach a wider audience. 

 

Risks, Mitigation and Contingency 
 

As KCON tries to upscale and expand its operations while revising several of its components, it faces 

several risks that need to be mitigated in order to become a success. A full explanation of these risks and 

their relevant mitigation can be found in the Appendices (A11). 

 

After year 3 of the implementation plan, careful evaluation of key performance indicators will take place. 

In the event of substantially negative financial and market results, it is recommended that CJ Group’s 

Entertainment & Media unit sets into motion a contingency plan. This would entail a partly switch to a 

franchising model. While CJ Group will continue to manage the American and Japanese conventions, 

KCON’s operations in Europe and Latin America would be franchised to global franchisees, in order to cut 

costs and maintain promotion benefits for CJ Group’s other business units. A cash flow statement of CJ 

Group’s inflow from KCON under the franchising model in 2020 can be found in the Appendices (A12). 

 

The reason for not choosing this as a first option is due to the fact that franchising creates a loss of control 

for the franchisor and also dampens any synergy effects that could be created through brand promotion.  
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Conclusion 
 

By implementing a strategy of gradual expansion and opportunistic cost saving, KCON will be able to 

elevate itself and become truly global, reaching audiences that were previously untapped. Through the 

use of smart promotion and strategic partnerships, KCON will manage to capture vital value from its 

customers and thus ensure a prosperous future. 
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Appendices 
 
Appendix A1: SWOT Analysis 
 

 
 
 
Appendix A2: Porter’s 5 Forces Analysis 
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Appendix A3: Decision Matrix 

 
 
Appendix A4: Implementation Timeline 

 
Appendix A5: Event Plan 
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Appendix A6: Projected Revenues and Costs 

 
 
 
Appendix A7: Financial Assumptions 

 
 
 
Appendix A8: Scenario Analysis 
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Appendix A9: Growth Chart 

 
 
 
 
Appendix A10: Revenues and Expenses 
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Appendix A11: Risks and Mitigation 

 
 
 
Appendix A12: Contingency Cash Flow Statement 

Assumptions: 
1) Each franchisee pays a yearly fee of $500.000 to KCON. 
2) Each franchisee will pay 10% of its annual revenue as an additional fee to KCON. 

 
 
 
Appendix A13: Success Factors and Performance Indicators 
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